: A new data cleaning procedure for electron cyclotron emission imaging (ECEI) of EAST tokamak is developed. Machine learning techniques, including Support Vector Machine (SVM) and decision tree, are applied to identifying saturated, zero, and weak signals of ECEI raw data, which not only reduces the effort of researchers for data analysis, but also improves the accuracy of data preprocessing. Proper training sets are sampled using massive raw ECEI data from the EAST 
Introduction
Electron Cyclotron Emission Imaging (ECEI) has been introduced as a useful diagnostic method for detecting the two dimensional (vertical and horizontal) distribution of electron temperature (T e ) in different tokamaks [1, 2] . Based on ECEI data, formation of magnetic islands and MHD instabilities can be investigated [3, 4] . ECEI data thus play a critical role in the study of magnetic confined plasmas. However, due to the complexity of measurement environment and the limitation -1 -of acquisition range, raw ECEI data contain lots of invalid signals, including saturated signals, zero signals, and weak signals. The appearance of these invalid signals increases the complexity of data analysis. Data cleaning is inevitable before further analysis. Traditional approaches of classifying invalid ECEI data mainly rely on human eyes, which is obviously slow and subjective to human errors. On the EAST tokamak, one discharge generates 7.6 GB ECEI data, and massive ECEI data have been accumulated. An automatic data cleaning tool is needed.
As a powerful technique for data analysis, machine learning has entered the field of plasma physics. For example, the position of the magnetic probe and inversion radius can be determined based on neural network algorithm [5, 6] . Researchers are also seeking ways to predict the disruptions of plasmas in large fusion devices via machine learning method [7] . Compared with traditional methods, the results of machine learning technique improves with the increase of training data. At the same time, the human labor can be replaced by computers, which accelerates the process of discovery.
In this paper, a new data cleaning procedure using machine learning algorithms, is developed for ECEI system of the EAST tokamak. The system is a muti-channel system, and the similarity of one shot data is not obvious. Therefore, several machine learning methods are combined to identify different kinds of signals rather than using preference-based performance measures [8] .
Our procedure starts from the window separation which divides an ECEI signal into segments with unified length. Then, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and decision tree are used to analyze these segments and classify the properties of raw data. SVM has a unique advantage in high-dimensional pattern recognition [9] , and decision tree is easy to use and powerful for addressing optimization problems [10] . We use SVM to identify saturated signals, and apply the method of decision tree to classifying zero signals and weak signals. In order to validate models, a five-fold cross validation is used, which can efficiently ease the problem of over-fitting. To enhance the reliability of the procedure, proper training sets are sampled from massive raw ECEI data of the EAST tokamak.
System parameters including the window size and the kernel function are adjusted to optimize the model. It is found that the performance of model is sensitive to the size of window. To be specific, smaller window size implies larger computational complexity, and larger window size reduces the effectiveness of features. It is also found that the polynomial kernel function can be effectively trained by SVM. With these techniques, accuracies of identifying saturated signals, zero signals and weak signals reach 99.4%, 99.86%, and 99.9% respectively. The training time will be limited -2 -to several seconds if GPU is used. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the physical background of the ECEI data. In Section 3, details of the classification procedure are provided. Sample sets are shown in Section 4. Section 5 shows results of the validation. And a summary is given in Section 6.
The ECEI data
Each set of the ECEI data in the EAST tokamak consists of 384 channels (24 vertical and16 horizontal). Each channel detects the electron cyclotron radiation in the tokamak, and the radiation is mixed with the local oscillation (LO) frequency on the antenna array and down-converted to the IF [11, 12] . After the signal is received by the intermediate frequency system, it is amplified with band-pass filters and converted to an analog signal. The final radiation image is obtained through the data acquisition card. 
Identification of saturated signals
The feature of saturated signals is that there will be a period of saturation. The length of duration as a parameter is optional. We select the duration as 0.6 seconds. The model of identifying saturated signals will be trained by SVM. The distance between each signal and 1 V is defined as -4 -the parameter of the sample. Sample sets are divided into two categories. One is saturated, and the other is unsaturated. Each sample is labeled, 1 means saturated, and 0 means unsaturated.
Pretreating
Before training the model, parameters of signals are obtained according to pretreating. The signal is divided into fifty windows. For each window, a distance L relative to the range is defined by the standard deviation
which measures the fluctuation relative to the mean. If we set the expectation of the formula to 1v, it will represent fluctuations relative to the range. In (3.1), l i is the electron temperature at the i-th time step and n is the total number of time steps in each window. several minimum distances will be obtained. The feature-space of SVM consists of the minimum distance and two adjacent distances.
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Method of SVM for training data
A random sampling of 20% instances are taken as a test set, and the rest is used for training. It is found that when polynomial kernel functions are used, the model can be best trained and most of saturated signals are successfully identified. Only a few predictions are wrong, and they are found to be very similar to saturation signals.
Identification of zero signals
The feature of zero signals is that T e profiles of the steady segment are close to 0 V. After the identification of saturated signals, the remaining signals will be classified by the decision tree algorithm. The distance between the steady segment and the noise fragment of the signal is selected as the feature-space of the decision tree algorithm. Signals are marked as zero signals and non-zero signals, respectively recorded as 2 and 0.
Locating the steady segment
Finding the steady segment of a signal is the precondition for the classification. In general, the steady segment is the smoothest segment within two seconds of the highest peak. The smoothness of the segment is represented by the standard deviation of T e profiles. The procedure of finding the steady segment is to locate the highest peak first and then compare the smoothness between segments around the highest peak. An example is given below.
In the same way, the signal is divided into fifty windows. And then the time average electron temperature for each window (< T e >) is obtained. The largest <T e > is found and the corresponding window is marked as "C". Then three adjacent windows are grouped as one set, and there are 48 groups in all labeled by S 1 , S 2 , S 3 ......S 48 . Next, we calculate the smoothness of each group. Since the steady segment may appear on either side of the highest peak, it is necessary to start at the C-th window, and compare the sum of the smoothness of left nine groups and right nine groups.
The steady segment of the signal is in the smoother side. The assumption is that the right side is smoother. From S c , S c+1 ......S c+9 , the minimum value is found and identified the steady segment of this signal. 
Identify the noise at the end of the signal
A parameter of the model is the distance between the steady segment and the noise segments. So it is also important to find out noise segments. At the end of each signal, there will be a period of segment which contains almost noise. Figure 5(a) is the raw signal of 49024 Shot 4CH 9Row.
Figure 5(b) shows σT e profiles of fifty windows. The 34-th window which is marked by a red cross is the steady segment and the 46-th window which is labeled by a black circle is where the background noise begins. It can be seen from Figure 5 (b) that a prominent peak sits between the steady segment and background noise segments. This is not a coincidence, but an inevitable stage for each signal. Before 9s there is active plasma emitting cyclotron radiation, and then the plasma terminates. Since it is a transient process, σT e profiles will change very fast. This feature can be used to quickly identify the background noise of each signal.
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Method of decision tree for training samples
According to the method described in Section 3.2.2, the background noise of each signal is found.
The next step is to calculate the distance S between the steady segment and background noise segments. In Figure 6 , the blue marker is the time average temperature of the steady segment (< T e1 >). The red marker indicates the sum of the time average temperature and the temperature fluctuation of the noise segments, i.e., < T e2 > +σT e2 . If < T e1 > -(< T e2 >+σT e2 ) is small enough, they will be classified as zero signals. Thus it is the parameter of decision tree to identify zero signals. In Figure 6 , the distance S between the steady segment and noise segments of 49024 Shot 4CH 9Row is approximately 0.075 V, which is small. Thus, it is identified as a zero signal.
Identification of weak signals
The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of weak signals resides between normal signals and zero signals.
In the physical analysis of the ECEI data, the focus is on the relative temperature fluctuation of electrons (σT e /< T e >) [16] . In the actual measurement, σT e profiles include both the normal electron temperature fluctuation and the background noise. If the SNR is too poor, the subsequent -8 - The distance between the stationary segment and the trailing noise segment T e2 >+σT e2 . If < T e1 >-(< T e2 >+σT e2 ) is small enough, the signal is identified as a zero signal.
physical research will not make sense. Therefore it is necessary to identify weak signals. The noise of the system is generally inferred by comparing experiments with or without RF input [17] . It is preferable to use noise sections at the end of the signal as the background noise. The electron temperature fluctuation of the steady segment divided by that of noise segments (σT e1 /σT e2 ) is selected as a parameter that represents the signal-to-noise ratio, and will be used as the parameter for the decision tree.
4 Sample set 
Results of the automatic classification of experimental data
After the SVM and decision tree algorithms are implemented, massive raw data from the experiments of ECEI on EAST tokamak are fed into the learner for training, through which parameters of the model, such as window size and kernel function, have been optimized. The SVM and decision tree models with the optimized parameters generated satisfactory classification results.
The result of the identification of saturation signals
In multiple tests, recognition rates of saturated signals reach 100%. One of samples predicted wrong is the signal of 42987-th shot 22CH 3Row. It is found that this signal is very close to saturated signals. In order to test the effect of the model, a five-fold cross validation is adopted. 1536 samples are randomly divided into five groups. One of which is selected as the test sample and the other -10 -four are training samples. Sensitivity (Sen), specificity (Spe), and total accuracy (Q) are calculated respectively for each validation as follows,
2) 
Summary
In summary, artificial intelligence technologies are applied to classifying the massive ECEI data on the EAST tokamak. As a pretreating procedure, the data are separated into different segments.
SVM algorithm is used to identify saturated signals and the method of decision tree is applied to classifying zero signals and weak signals. The models are trained using the massive ECEI data on the EAST tokamak based on optimized model parameters. 
